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ABSTRACT
We present agents that perform well against humans in imperfect
information games with partially observable actions. We introduce
the Semi-Determinized-MCTS (SDMCTS), a variant of the Information Set MCTS algorithm (ISMCTS). SDMCTS generates a predictive
model of the unobservable portion of the opponent’s actions from
historical behavioral data. Next, SDMCTS performs simulations
on an instance of the game where the unobservable portion of the
opponent’s actions are determined. Thereby, it facilitates the use of
the predictive model in order to decrease uncertainty. We present
an implementation of the SDMCTS applied to the Cheat Game.
Results from experiments with 120 subjects playing a head-to-head
Cheat Game against our SDMCTS agents suggest that SDMCTS
performs well against humans, and its performance improves as
the predictive model’s accuracy increases.
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INTRODUCTION

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) has had significant success in
perfect information games such as Scrabble, Hex and Go [1, 10, 11,
23, 24] MCTS was adapted by researchers [4] to solve imperfect
information games. One of the first popular extensions of MCTS
to imperfect information games is a variation where a perfect information search is performed on a determinized instance of the
game [3, 13, 23, 25]. However, several problems have been reported
when applying determinization [20]. To address these problems, Information Set MCTS (ISMCTS) was developed [5, 15, 17]. ISMCTS
performs simulations directly on information sets (IS). ISMCTS
assumes that every game state in the IS has the same probability of being the game state, which is not always the case. Thus,
it prevents the use of a predictive model. In addition, empirical
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studies suggest that people rarely converge to the sub-game perfect equilibrium [7, 8]. Therefore, a more integrative approach that
incorporates prediction of a human opponent’s decision-making
may yield better game performance when interacting with humans
[6, 9, 14, 18, 19, 21, 22].
We introduce the Semi-Determinized-MCTS (SDMCTS), a variant of the ISMCTS algorithm combined with a determinization
technique. SDMCTS is designed to reduce uncertainty by utilizing
a predictive model of the unobservable portion of the opponent’s
actions. SDMCTS performs simulations directly on IS. However,
it performs simulations on an instance of the game where the unobservable portion of the opponent’s actions is determined. This
facilitates the use of the predictive model for decreasing uncertainty with regards to hidden actions. We evaluate the SDMCTS
in Cheat Game. A behavioural-based predictive model of human
player actions in the Cheat Game was used. The predictive model
was trained on data collected from 60 players playing human-vshuman games reaching 0.821 Area Under the Curve (AUC). In the
experiments, the SDMCTS agents played head-to-head cheat games
against 120 subjects. The results suggest that SDMCTS performs
well against humans, reaching a win ratio of 88.97%, and its performances improve as the predictive model’s accuracy increases.
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SEMI-DETERMINIZED MCTS

SDMCTS utilizes a predictive model of the unobservable portion of
the opponent’s actions. SDMCTS searches for an optimal strategy
as a response to the opponent’s strategies in an instance of the game
where hidden actions are revealed to all players. Next, SDMCTS
uses the predictive model to estimate the expected reward for each
response action. SDMCTS performs MCTS simulations directly on
the IS of an instance of the game where only the unobservable
portion of the opponent’s actions are determined. Formally, let uki
be the information state (IS) for player i at round k of the game. We
denote by aok −1 the action performed by an opponent in the previous
round k − 1 which led to the IS uki . Note that aok −1 is not fully
observable by player i. Therefore, we define an alternative semideterminized IS ũki (aok −1 ) where the opponent’s previous action
is determined to be aok −1 . SDMCTS performs simulations on the
semi-determinized IS, resulting in estimates of Q(ũki (aok −1 ), a) for
performing response action a at the IS uki where the opponent’s
previous action is determined to be aok −1 .
Next, the predictive model is used for calculating the expected
payoff for each of the current player’s response actions. The predictive model provides a probability distribution over the opponent’s
possible previous actions. Formally, for a given IS u i , the predictive
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Figure 1: Predictive Model & Experimental results.
model estimates P(ao | u i ), the probability that the opponent has
performed action ao in the previous round. The expected payoff
Eu [u i , a] for performing
action a at IS u i is calculated
by:
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Eu [u , a] = a o P(a | u ) · Q ũ (a ), a
where Q(ũ i (ao ), a) is the estimated payoff for performing action
a at the semi-determinized IS ũ i (ao ). Lastly, the algorithm chooses
the response action that maximizes the expected payoff.
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THE CHEAT GAME

The Cheat Game is an Imperfect Information Game with partially
unobservable actions. In our version, players start with 8 cards.
The objective is to be the first player to get rid of his cards. Players
can place between one and four face-down cards on the table and
make a claim as to what those cards’ rank is. However, a player is
permitted to lie about the cards’ rank. The first claim is chosen as
the top card of the deck; subsequent calls must be exactly one rank
higher/lower. A player can avoid making a claim by Taking a Card
from the deck. The opponent can challenge claims by performing
the Call-Cheat action. If the challenge was correct, the player who
is lying must take the stack that is on the table. However, if the
challenger was wrong, he must take the stack. The first player to
empty their hand is the winner.

3.1

The Cheat Game Agent

The Predictive MCTS Cheat Game Agent (PMCA) is an instantiation
of the proposed method. PMCA combines a variation of the MCTS
with a predictive model of human decisions. The chosen MCTS
adaptation is Smooth-UCT [15]. The predictive model was developed based on a human behavioral data-set (for more details see
[2]). Prior to developing the agent, a preliminary experiment was
conducted with 60 participants.

3.2

The Cheat Game - Information State

An information state u i is the visible portion of the game state s
to player i. In the Cheat Game, the player is granted access to the
following attributes of the game state. Clearly, the player can view
his own cards and his own actions. In addition, the player can view
the number of cards in the opponent’s hand, the facedown table
cards, and the remaining cards in the shuffled deck. Once a CallCheat action is performed, the last claim that was made is examined.
An abstraction aggregates similar information states, resulting in
an alternative information space with a considerably smaller size
[12, 16]. Formally, an abstraction F = { f Ai : U i → Ũ i |i ∈ N } is

a set of functions that maps the information state space U i onto
an information state space Ũ i , where |U i | ≫ | Ũ i |. It is important
to choose a suitable abstraction that both reduces state space and
partially preserves its strategic structure.
Attributes from the full IS u i were selected based on their importance.The search is performed on the alternative IS where claim
actions are determinized. Therefore, the alternative IS contains
public information about the nature of the claim, i.e. whether the
previous claim is a true claim or a false claim.

4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

120 participants from the US, aged 20-50 (46% females and 54%
males), were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were
asked to play a two-player Cheat Game for three to five matches.
Participants were randomly divided into three groups. Each group
played against a different instantiation of the proposed method. The
first group played against a Smooth-UCT Cheat Game Agent (MGA)
without a predictive model. The second group played against the
Predictive Smooth-UCT Cheat Game Agent (PMGA) that incorporates the predictive model. Participants in the third group played
against the FPMGA agent, which had an unfair advantage. The
FPMGA agent was allowed to peek at his opponent’s real claim. FPMGA was restricted to a prediction rate of 85%. The 85% prediction
rate was chosen as a plausible prediction rate that can be achieved
when predicting human decisions.
One-way ANOVA was conducted to compare the three conditions (p < .05). The p-value and f -ratio can be observed in figures
1c. Both the PMGA and FPMGA performed significantly better than
the non-predictive agent (MGA). Furthermore, FPMGA performed
significantly better than PMGA. Figure 1b presents the percentage
of won matches by the agent. The results suggest that by combining the predictive model with the ISMCTS, the agents were able
to reduce the uncertainty that was derived from hidden actions.
Thereby, the predictive agents were able to choose better response
actions to deceptive claims. Figure 1d can further demonstrate the
improvement of game performance. The average number of rounds
it took the predictive agents to conclude a match is significantly
lower than the MGA. Another measure for play-dominance is the
average difference between the cards held by the agent and the
humans. The PMGA’s and FPMGA’s average card difference was
significantly lower than the MGA’s (see figure 1d).
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